
OPERATING SYSTEMS
PROCESS CREATION AND MANAGEMENT IN LINUX



Structure of 
binary 
executables

� ELF - Executable and Linking Format
defines the standard structure  of binary executables in Linux
<elf.h>

� Structure – main components
� Header

information on the platform that can run the program (type of 
hardware, OS, required libraries, etc.)

� Text segment
this portion contains the sequence of binary instructions of the 
program

� Data segment 
this portion contains all initialised data

� Other portions include information on process relocation, table of 
symbols, table of strings
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The process
image in Linux
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PCB in Linux

� The description of the PCB is in 
struct task_struct <linux/sched.h>

� All active processes have their PCBs linked together through a 
double-linked list
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The u-area

� A portion of the image of a process in Linux is used by the 
operating system to manage the process 
Each user process can access the information in this area through 
system calls

� The u-area contains information on
� open files
� current directory (working directory)
� signals
� system stack (to manage system calls executed by the process)

<sys/user.h>
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Process Creation
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Parent-Child 
relationship

� All processes in Linux (UNIX) are generated by a parent process

� Accordingly, each process in Linux (UNIX) is the child of another 
process

� Each process has a PID - process identifier

� The PPID - parent process identifier – is also associated to each 
process

� You can see the list of all active processes in your machine using
ps -el
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Process 
relationship 
tree

init
pid = 1

sshd
pid = 3028

login
pid = 8415

kthreadd
pid = 2

sshd
pid = 3610

pdflush
pid = 200

khelper
pid = 6

tcsch
pid = 4005

emacs
pid = 9204

bash
pid = 8416

ps
pid = 9298
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fork()

� This is the system call to create a process

� Include files: <sys/types.h> 
<unistd.h>

� Prototype: pid_t fork(void)
� Return values:

� 0 to the child process
� PID of the child to the parent process
� -1 in the case the system call fork fails
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Typical 
process 
creation using 
fork()

#include <sys/types.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <unistd.h>

int main( ){

if (fork(  ) == 0)

printf(”\nCHILD Process\n”);

else

printf(”\nPARENT Process\n”);

printf(“END\n”);

return 0;

}

START

fork()

case 0 default
the child process the parent process
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Image of the 
child process

� The child process image is an exact copy of the parent process 
image

� The copy also comprises the PCB and the content of the u-area, 
such as:

� the value of the program counter
� the value of global and local variables
� the file descriptors of all open files
� environment parameters

� This is why the system call is called  fork, as the execution of the 
program will follow two different paths
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Parent and 
Child 
Processes 
execute 
different paths

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <unistd.h>
int main( ) {

char buffer[10];

if (fork(  ) == 0) {                 
strcpy(buffer, "CHILD...");

} else {                             
strcpy(buffer, "PARENT..");

}

for (int i=0; i < 3; ++i) { 
sleep(1);                          
write(1, buffer, sizeof(buffer));

}

return 0;
}
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Process environment
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PID
The Process 
Identifier

� Each process is uniquely identified by the operating system 
through an integer, the PID

� The PID acts as a counter. 
At each call to fork(), the PID is the next integer with respect to 
the previous call.

� A few system processes created at bootstrap time always have 
the same PID. 

� getpid() returns the PID of the calling process

� getppid() returns the PPID (Parent PID) of the calling process

� There is no way for a process to retrieve the PID of the child 
processes if they have not been saved after the call to  fork()
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getpid()

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <unistd.h>

void print_info(void);
void print_info(void) {
printf("\n*NEW PROCESS* "

"PID:  %d  "
"PPID: %d  "
"PGID: %d\n\n",
getpid(), getppid(), getpgid(0));

}

int main(int argc, char **argv) {
int i = 0;
print_info();
for (i=0; i<3; i++) {
switch (fork()) {
case  0: print_info(); return;
case -1: perror("fork() error"); break;
default: sleep(2);
}

}
return 0;

}
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Process termination
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Process 
termination

Three way a program can inform the OS that it reached the end

1. Call to exit

2. The return statement in the main function

3. Implicit call to exit when reaching the end of the main
function }

void exit(int status);
� The content of status is returned to the parent process

� Typically, the value 0 is used for the correct termination of the 
process, while other numbers (typically greater than 0) are used to 
code different error types.
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Tasks of the 
OS when a 
process 
notifies 
termination

� All open files are closed

� The parent process receives from the OS the notification that a 
child terminated the execution

� the parent process receives the PID of the child that terminated
� the parent process receives the exit status of the child that 

terminated

� If some child processes are still running, their PPID is set to 1 
� they become orphans and hence they are adopted by the OS

� All OS data structures are updated accordingly
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If the parent 
waits for the 
child 
processes

� To sync the parent process with the child processes, so that the 
parents waits for them to complete their tasks

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/wait.h>
pid_t wait(int *wstatus);

� wstatus is used to received the
status of the child through 
the exit call

� the PID of the child
is returned
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wait

Is any child process
running? Returns -1No

Yes

Waits for the child...
The child has exited?

NoThe parent 
is blocked

Yes

Returns the status and
the PID of the child process



wstatus

� In the case int is implemented with 32 bit
� the most significant 16 bits are set to 0
� the less significant 16 bits are set as follows

1. In the case of correct termination

2. in the case the child terminates due to an uncatched signal

byte 3 byte 2 byte 1 byte 0

exit code 0

byte 3 byte 2 byte 1 byte 0

0 signal #
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Recovering 
the status 
information 
from wstatus

� If wstatus is not NULL
wait() and waitpid() store status information in the int to 
which it points. 

excerpts from the man page of wait

� This integer can be inspected with the following macros
� WIFEXITED(wstatus) returns true if the child terminated 

normally, that is, by calling exit(3) or _exit(2), or by returning 
from main(). 

� WEXITSTATUS(wstatus) returns the exit status of the child. 
This consists of the least significant 8 bits of the status argument 
that the child specified in a call to exit(3) or _exit(2) or as the 
argument for a return statement in main().  This macro should be 
employed only if WIFEXITED returned true.
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Forcing 
process 
termination

� The kill system call can be used to send signals to a process, 
the default signal being TERM that forces process termination

� kill can be called
� from the command line
� from a user process

� kill -9 is the silver bullet
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Zombie 
processes

� When a child process terminates before the parent process 
retrieves its status, the process is not completely terminated and 
enters in a zombie status

� The silver bullet will not work with zombie processes

� The zombie process will terminate either when the parent 
process calls wait() or when it terminates
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The exec() family
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Creating a 
child process 
that runs a 
binary 
executable

� The fork() system calls allows creating a new child process that 
is the exact copy of the parent process

� Two options to make the child process execute different tasks 
from those of the parent process

� the instructions of the child are embedded in the code of the parent 
process, and are executed conditioned by the value returned by 
fork()

� the instructions for the child process are in a different binary 
executable
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The exec()
family

� When one of the functions of the exec() family is called, the 
image of the calling process Is overwritten using the binary 
executable provided as the first argument of the system call 

execl
execv
execle
execlp
execvp

� All functions refer to the system call execve

� If successful the exec() functions do not return any value
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Process Image  
after exec

� The exec() system call can be called within an existing process

� After the execution of the exec() call the new process image is 
modified as follows

� the text segment contains the instructions of the new binary 
executable  

� the data segment contains the data of the new binary executable 
� the stack and the heap are initialised to be used by the new process
� the u-area remains unchanged thus maintaining a strong 

relationship with the parent process
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The exec()
family

� The letter l in the execl and execle functions states that the 
arguments are provided as a list terminated by the null pointer

� e.g. int execl(const char *path, const char *arg0,… 
const char *argn, (char *)0)

� The letter v in the execv and execvp functions states that the 
arguments are provided as a vector

� e.g. int execv(const char *path, const char *argv[])

� The letters e or p after l or v
� e, the list of environment variables  is one additional argument

� p, the path of the program is one of the arguments of the function
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How the shell 
works

An example

$ cat file.txt > file2.txt

� The shell forks a child process and waits until the child completes 
the execution

� The child process (a copy of the shell) 
� closes the standard output

� opens file2.txt
� the descriptor of stdout is assigned to the open file so that any write 

to stdout is mapped to file2.txt

� execve() is called to execute the cat command
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fork
$ command $ (prompt)

exec exit, return, etc.

Command
execution

The shell waits until 
the command returns



execlp

int execlp(const char *file, const char *argv0, 
...  const char *argn, char * /*NULL*/);

� This call is used when the number of arguments of the program is 
fixed

� argv0 is the name of the command as it will appear to the process 
when getting access to argv[0]

� Example clone_cat.c
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Side effects of 
bad 
management 
of fork() and 
exec()

#include <stdio.h>
#include <unistd.h>

void main(void){
static char    *mesg[ ] = {"Fie", "Foh", "Fum"};
int display_msg(char *), i;

for (i = 0; i < 3; ++i)
(void) display_msg(mesg[i]);

sleep(2);
}

int display_msg(char *m) {
char            err_msg[25];

switch (fork( )) {
case 0:
execlp("/usr/bin/echo", "echo", m, (char *) NULL);
sprintf(err_msg, "%s Exec failure", m);
perror(err_msg);
return (1);

case -1:
perror("Fork failure");
return (2);

default:
return (0);

}
}
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